
Energy company achieves 
substantial cost savings via 
Microsoft 365 migration
Energie Beheer Nederland (EBN) is an 

energy transition company entirely owned 

by the Dutch state. Its main focus is on oil 

and gas, but EBN also works in carbon 

capture, utilization, and storage (CCUS), as 

well as geothermal. As a government-owned 

organization, EBN is continuously focused on 

adopting and employing strategic and cost-

effective solutions. During an analysis of its 

current systems, EBN decided that 

decommissioning its existing document 

management system and migrating to the 

Microsoft cloud would result in significant 

cost-savings. EBN choose Gimmal Migrate to 

achieve a quick and efficient migration of its 

data and information to Microsoft 365.
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Customer Challenges

EBN was using Microsoft products for various business purposes, but the organization realized that its OpenText 

Content Server environment was essentially duplicating the functionality of its Microsoft 365 platform.

The company recognized that migrating all of its enterprise content management to Microsoft 365 was the best 

strategic decision for cutting costs and more fully utilizing the cloud platform. For the strategy to work, though, EBN 

needed to quickly migrate a large amount of content before an upcoming round of OpenText licensing and support 

fees came due.

Partner Solution

With its proven methodology and easy-to-use migration solution, Gimmal Migrate was identified by EBN as its best 

option for making the migration to Microsoft SharePoint as smooth as possible. Before the migration, Gimmal 

Migrate mapped all required metadata to address potential risks and ensure that content migrated via Azure to 

SharePoint was moved as quickly as possible.

After the migration, the content was effectively restructured in SharePoint, and EBN was able to create migration 

and validation logs for added insurance.

Customer Benefits

Despite the short timeframe, EBN successfully migrated four terabytes (TB) of content to Microsoft 365. All of its 

documents, older versions of assets, dates, user information, metadata, and folder structures were preserved, and 

the organization is now using a future-proof, secure platform for document management.

Thanks to comprehensive migration 

planning on the part of Gimmal, EBN 

was able to complete the migration 

within the short timeframe it had.

EBN is now realizing substantial cost 

savings by eliminating an expensive 

legacy system and embracing 

Microsoft 365.

User adoption was ensured, because 

the Microsoft 365 platform was 

already used in many EBN business 

processes.
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